**AD 28TH ERA (1351 – 1400 AD): 28TH SIGN DAPLAPH “JUDGMENT LIKE A FLOOD”**

**STAR PROPHECY**

Hebrew name is Dalaph: “Pouring Out Water”. (Ignore the name Delphinus)

The shape is that of a jar pouring out water. Or like the harvest sickle of the Angel of Death.

Dalaph has two binary stars: 7 stars in total.

The position of stars is paramount to their interpretation. The three stars of Dalaph Sualocin, Rotanev, and Deneb are in a line that points directly to the tip of the right wing of Aquila “Eagle Rises High: Eats Blood”.

Sagitta “Judgment for Sin” and Dalaph “Judgment Like a Flood” are mirror images: Sagitta is flying for the tip of the left wing of Aquila and Dalaph pouring out to the right wing.

The preaching of John Wycliffe was a spark which lit the bon-fire of the reformation in Northern Europe. An Oxford scholar, Wycliffe challenged key doctrines of the Roman Catholic Church: Trans-substantiation, Indulgences, Corruption.

The Catholic Church exhumed Wycliffe, burned his bones, and poured out his ashes into a river!

**HISTORICAL EVENTS**

Based on history: Dalaph is not pouring out blessings:

- 1350 AD Pogroms against Jews in 60 cities
- 1358 AD Peasant’s Revolt in France: kills some nobles
- 1361-62 AD Re-occurrence of Black Plague: England
- 1362 AD Ottomans invade Balkans under Murad
- 1364 AD Byzantium reduced to Constantinople
- 1370 AD Timur rules Trans-oxnia: head of great army
- 1381 AD Peasant’s Revolt: England, destroys a palace
- 1381 AD Wycliffe’s 12 Theses: Cath. Eucharist is sham
- 1383 AD Earthquake during Trial of Wycliffe!
- 1386 AD Timur invades Georgia: makes many slaves
- 1387 AD Esfahan, huge Persian city, is taken by Timur
- 1389 AD Ottomans win key battle with Serbs: Kosovo
- 1398 AD Timur conquers India: takes Delhi